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INTRODUCTION

HISTORY

For some time there was concern about variations in braille
code usage and this was brought to the notice of the Library
and Education Sub-Committee of the New South Wales State
Branch of the Australian National Council of and for the
Blind (ANCB).

Consequently, the above Sub-Committee asked Joan Ledermann,
Braille Editor at the Royal Blind Society of New South Wales,
to organise a one day braille conference to discuss problems
about the braille code, and this was held in April, 1979.
Representatives of braille producers and braille consumers
attended - about thirty people in all - and the report of
the proceedings was submitted to the New South Wales State
Branch of the ANCB. The branch then set up a new sub-
committee to be known as the "Braille Sub-Committee", and
Joan Ledermann was asked to be convener. She was very pleased
to undertake this task.

Members of the Sub-Committee are:-

Mrs . J . Ledermann

Mr. G, Innes

Royal Blind Society of New
South Wales

New South Wales representative,
National Federation of Blind
Citizens

Sister J. Catlan St. Lucy's School for Blind
and Visually Handicapped
Children

Mrs. A. Sommer

Mr. J. Harris

do

Royal New South Wales Insti ute
for Deaf and Blind Children

Mrs. J. McArthur

Mr. J. Berryman

Miss E. Cooper

do

do

Association of Blind Citizens
of New South Wales

Mrs. K. Kerr

Mr. D. Hones

St. Edmunds School for Blina
Boys

Division of Guidance and Special
Education - N.S.W. Department of
Education

Mrs. K. Franklin North Rocks School for Blini
Children
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The first meeting of the Braille Sub-Committee was
held in August, 1979.

At about this time, the National Executive of the
Australian National Council of and for the Blind asked
the New South Wales State Branch to host a National
Braille Seminar in 1980, and the Braille Sub-Committee
was asked to accept the responsibility for organising
the seminar.

The Royal New South Wales Institute for Deaf and Blind
Children offered its premises at North Rocks so that a
"live-in" seminar could be held. The Institute suggested
that the May school holidays in 1980 would be a suitable
time, and so the seminar dates were set for 12th-l4th
May, 1980.

All members of the ANCB and other organisations interested
in braille throughout Australia were circularised and
asked to submit agenda items so that a comprehensive
discussion programme could be arranged. In general,
the aims of the seminar were:-

(1) to endeavour to establish braille standards
on an Australia-wide basis:

(2) to look at the maths and science codes, to
exchange ideas as to how the codes were being
used and interpreted throughout Australia:
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ORGANISATION

It was hoped that the seminar would be truly representative,
both geographically and from the braille point of view. In
other words, the Braille Sub-Committee hoped that each State
of the Commonwealth would be represented and that all groups
vitally concerned with braille would be in attendance. It
was felt that braille producers, braille consumers, teachers
of blind children and braille teachers of newly-blinded adults
were the four groups that needed to be fully involved.

It was decided that the seminar would take the form of
plenary sessions and group discussion sessions. It was
planned to present papers at the plenary sessions and to
divide delegates into groups related to their areas of interest

From the agenda items received it was clear that there were
four distinct interest areas and the groups were arranged
accordingly. They were:-

Group 'A' - Organisation and Braille Production

- Group Leader: Mr. Tom Grunsell

Group 'B' - Literary Braille

- Group Leader: Mrs. Joan Ledermann

Group 'C - Maths/Science

- Group Leader: Mrs. Kathy Franklin

Group 'D' - Education of the Blind

- Group Leader: Mrs. Edith Watkins

Recommendations from all groups were discussed at a plenary
session and they are attached as passed by the full seminar,

It was decided to ask five peop
seainar and these are also attac
given at the seminar by Miss Te
Charge, Special Education for V
Education Department, Hong Kong
to give this impromptu paper wh
the seminar. It was felt that
interest to all delegates and a
was not possible to ask her to
A copy of her paper, "Chinese B

le to present papers at the
hed. An additional paper was
resa Wong, Senior Inspector in
isually Handicapped Children,

It was decided to ask her
en she arrived in Sydney for
her ideas would be of general
s she was a late enrolment it
prepare a paper beforehand,
raille", is also attached.
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DELEGATES

There were seventy delegates at the seminar and it was
pleasing to see so many braille consumers present - there
were over twenty blind people in attendance. Volunteer
transcribers were also strongly represented as were paid
braillists and teachers of blind children and newly-blinded
adults*

Many of the delegates lived in and a very friendly
ataosphere prevailed throughout the seminar. All delegates
felt that the "getting together" was «f inestimable value.
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SEMINAR . PROGRAMME

The seminar was officially opened on Monday, 12th May,
1980, by the Hon. W. C. Fife, Commonwealth Minister for
Education, who was accompanied by his wife.

He congratulated the Australian National Council of and
for the Blind (ANCB) on organising the first National
Braille Seminar and he said he would be most interested to
hear the results of the seminar and to help in any way he
could.

Most of the three days of the seminar were devoted to
plenary sessions and group discussions but in addition
visits were arranged to the Royal N.S.W. Institute for
Deaf and Blind Children's Computerised Braille Production
Centre.

There was also a storefront displayed, where items of
equipment and various aids were shown.

Delegates found both of these activities of great interest
and many ideas were exchanged in the storefront that should
be helpful to all braille producers and users.

Tuesday night, the 13th May, was the occasion of the official
seminar dinner and the guest speaker was Mr. Hugh Jeffrey of
Melbourne, who delighted the audience with a very witty and
entertaining after-dinner speech.

All agreed that the seminar was a great success and delegates
hope that a second National Braille Seminar will be held in
the not-too-distant future.

Special thanks is due to two organisations for the blind,
firstly, the Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind
Children who generously provided the venue for the seminar
and made a very reasonable charge for accommodation and meals,
and secondly, the Royal Blind Society of N.S.W. who accepted
the cost of all the printed and brailled material necessary
for the seminar.
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FUTURE PLANS

It will be seen from the recommendations, submitted by
Group 'A', that an Australian Braille Authority should
be formed. Such an authority would deal with braille
problems and would work according to the recommendation
on a committee basis, e.g., a committee looking at the
problems concerned with particular codes such as literary
braille, maths/science, music etc.

As the National Braille Seminar was held under the
auspices of the ANCB, the recommendations from Group 'A'

have been submitted to the National Executive for its
approval.

It is hoped that the Australian Braille Authority will
soon become a reality.

K. Je Ledermann

Convener - Braille Sub-Committee
New South Wales State Branch -

Australian National Council of
and for the Blind.

t

September, 1980
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AGENDA ITEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GROUP 'A * - ORGANISATION AND BRAILLE PRODUCTION

GROUP LEADER: Mr. T. Grunsell

ITEM 1

:

Discuss the recommendation that an organisation similar to
the National Uniform Type Committee (NUTC) and the Braille
Authority of North America (BANA) be formed in Australia.

ITEM 4 ;

Discuss the development of liaison with NUTC AID BANA

.

ITEM 5 ;

Discuss the establishment of an Australian Association of
Braille V/r iters.

ITEM 6 :

Discuss provision of refresher courses for braillists and
proof-readers.

ITEM 7

:

Discuss training and certification of braillists and ornof-
readers. The further specialised tra ining/certi r icptior. for
maths, science.

ITEM 9 :

Discuss transcribers in each State having a group of blind
people to whom they can turn when having to make a difficult
decision about transliteration.

ITEM 38 :

Discuss Australian representation - BANA.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That an Australian Braille Authority (ABA) be established.

2. That its ourposes would include:

-

(a) To receive and advise on requests for rulings on
existing braille codes.

(b) To receive and advise on requests for changes in
codes, in accordance with accepted NUTC and BANA
codes

.

(c) To receive and advise on requests for the development
of new codes in accordance with accented NUTC and BANA
codes.

(d) To receive and advise on requests for rulings on
transliteration, e.g., lay-out of table of contents,





footnotes etc.

(e) To liaise with overseas braille authorities and
committees such as NUTC and 3ANA and braille sub-
committees of the World Council for the Welfare of
the Blind (WCWB) and to oarticipate in discussions
between international bodies on braille matters.

(f) To establish the training and accreditation of
braillists and proof-readers.

Note : (i) It is envisaged that the training
function would be delegated to accredited
organisations such as the Australian and New
Zealand Association of Teachers of the Visually
Handicapped (ANZATVH) , with the issue of cer-
tificates of competency by ABA.

(ii) It is expected that this training
provide special provision for maths, science and
music.

(iii) It is suggested that a system of
annotation of braille volumes transcribed by
certified braillists be implemented.

(g) To provide a forum for an interchange of views by
those interested in braille by such as publications
and seminars.

Note : It is suggested in the case jf a national
seminar that a State Branch of the Australian
National Council of and for the Blind (AMCB) host
the seminar and that the Board provide the Agenda.

(h) Other purposes as may be specified.

That ABA be governed by a Board of ten (10) parsons, involved
in the use or production of braille, to be selected as
follows:

-

(a) One person from each State of Australia and one from
the A.C.T., to be nominated by State branches of
AMCB where these exist, and by other agreed methods
where no State branch exists.

(b) One person to be nominated as Consumer Representative
by ANC3 National Body in consultation with organisations
of the blind.

(c) One person to be nominated as Producer Reoresentative
by the ANCB National Body.

(d) One person to be nominated as Educator Representative
by the ANCB national body in consultation with
ANZATVH

.

That the Board elect a chairman who is to have a casting
vote. Majority decisions of the Board to be binding.
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5. That the Chairman, of the Board be the executive officer
responsible for -

(a) receiving requests

(b) having these dealt with appropriately

6. That the Board be empowered to establish such Technical
Committees as may be required (e.g., Maths, Science,
Music, Research). The Board would appoint a Chairman
for each Committee. The Chairman and Board would appoint
committee members. The technical committees would make
recommendations to the Board. N.B.: Every committee
should include a Board Member.

7c That the Board would confer by correspondence, but that
it would meet at least once a year.

Notes: (i) It is suggested that AMC3 support the
cost of the meeting.

(ii) Possibly the meeting would co-incide with
A.G.M.s of ANCB, i.e., either before or after
ANC.B Conference e

8 That ABA be responsible for the implementation of refresher
courses for braillists and croof-readers, the orovision of
which will be delegated to appropriate organisations.

ITEM 2 :

Discuss that contact be maintained between organisations producing
braille throughout Australia for students so that expressions used
to cover concepts not catered for in the various codes can be
uniform throughout the State and Commonwealth.

ITEM 3 :

Discuss revision of Science and Mathematics Codes to include new
technological concepts. (See Croup 'C')

ITEM 8 ;

Discuss moves be initiated to provide an Australian Primer. (3 e

Grouo 'B' and
ITEM 35 :

Discuss binding methods - e.g., search for a better binding medium
than the spiral plastic material currently in use.

RECOMMENDATION :

That the above items be submitted to the Board of ABA for
consideration.

ITEM 36 :

Discuss the inclusion of ribbon bookmark - bound into aach bra ilia
volume.
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RECOMMENDATION :

It is recommended that the National Body of ANCB approach
producers of braille books with the request that ribbon

A bookmarks be bound into each new braille volume.

ITEM 39 :

Compare the merits of braille and/or audio displays for
calculators and measuring instruments. (See Group 'C and f D')

RECOMMENDATION :

It is recommended that the National Body of ANCB, perhaps through
its Technical Aids Sub-Committee, compare the merits of braille
and/or audio displays for calculators or measuring instruments.

ITEM 40 :

A single cell braille display is cheap but is it difficult to
use? Discuss.

RECOMMENDATION :

The group agrees that the single cell braille display is cheap,
but difficult to use. However, it is up to the user to choose
from available devices and displays.

ITEM 41 :

^Discuss the future of braille production -

(i) Should there be a National, State or individual
Government or Agency approach?

(ii) How much should we be computerised?

(iii) Is the IYDP an appropriate time to expand services?

(iv) How much does braille cost to produce?

(v) How much should the user pay?

(a) Nothing
(b) The s-:me as a sighted counterpart.
(c) The production cost minus any Government

subsidy. Discuss.

RECOMMENDATIONS :

(i) It is recommended that braille production should remain on
an individual agency basis, with every producing agency
oarticipating in the National Library's Union Catalogue
System currently being created.

ii) As Governments are most likely to spend additional money
on services to visually impaired neoole during the International
Year of Disabled Persons, it is recommended that Agencies
and Consumers consult and co-operate with each other in
aporoaches to Governments in the allocation of funds

f
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(iii) It is recommended "that producers of braille be en-
couraged to reveal the actual cost of braille production
in order that a more informed decision can be made
regarding the allocation of scarce resources.

M (iv) It is recommended that the braille user should pay the
same cost as for the equivalent printed material,,

ITEM 42 :

Discuss paperless braille - a necessity or luxury9 - in home,
classroom, office etc.

How can its cost be reduced to a reasonable level?

(a) Government or Agency grants

(b) Interest-free loans etc.

How can consumers be assisted to make a rational choice of brands?

1 RECOMMENDATIONS :

(i) It is recommended that the Technical Sub-Committee of the
ANCB National Body examine oanerless braille.

(ii) It is recommended that the results of these findings be
examined by the Executive of the ANCB in relation to:-

a (a) Government or Agency Grants

(b) Interest Free Loans

(iii) It is recommended that the results of these considerations
be disseminated to State Branches,
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GROUP 'B ! LITERARY BRAILLE

GROUP LEADER: MRS. J. LEDERMANN

ITEM Discuss moves be initiated to provide
primer. (See Group 'A' and 'D')

.n Australian

Several group members supported the idea of an Australian
Primer but the majority thought it would be a very expensive
undertaking which was not warranted at this time as the
Braille Authority of North America (BANA) and the National
Uniform Type Committee (NUTC) in the U.K. were attempting to
get together in an endeavour to develop a uniform Literary
Braille Code for the English-speaking world.

It was recognised that Australian place names could pose
problems and this should be borne in mind for future discussion
Several members of the group felt that some exercises with
Australian content could be useful for practice material for
new transcribers.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 1 : Discuss suggestions that material prepared in braille
for students be proof-read at all times by a blind
proof-reader where practicable. (See Group 'C')

The following points were put forward in discussing this
item:-

I. All braille should be proof-read whether it was produced
for students or for other braille consumers.

II. Ideally, a blind proof-reader should work with a sighted
person reading the print copy. If this was not possible,
the group felt that the blind proof-reader should have
access to a print copy of the braille being proof-read
so that any queries could be checked.

HI. It was pointed out that a knowledge of braille does not
make a transcriber or a proof-reader and both should be
adequately trained. It was recognised that transcribers
do receive training but proof-readers mostly learnt en
the job and in some instances they do not have an
experienced proof-reader to turn to for advice etc.

RECOMMENDATIONS :

(a) That it is essential that braille produced for students be
proof-read, where practicable, by a blind proof-reader.

(b) That organisations or authorities engaged in braille
production should be encouraged to allocate funds to
employ competent blind proof-readers'.

ITEM 1

1

: Blind proof-readers be used where proofing necessary.
'"' ""'

Where material needs to be intelligently transliterated,

blind transcribers are essential. ( Group '

C
'

)
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The group felt the first sentence in this item had. been
adequately covered in discussing Item 10.

In discussing the rest of Item 11 it was felt that sighted
transcribers could handle difficult and complicated material
very skilfully as indeed could blind transcribers. A blind
transcriber must have a competent person to dictate the
material. It was felt that all transcribers, sighted or blind,
should have access to blind experts for advice and
guidance in solving braille problems.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADS

ITEM 12 ; Discussion on teaching braille to sighted transcribers.

One member of the group said she understood that Agencies for
the blind were no longer training sighted volunteer transcribers.
The representatives from the various Agencies said that this was
not the case. Both the Royal Blind Society's representative
and the representative from the Association for the Blind of
W.A. said that they trained volunteers on request, either giving
lessons at the premises of the organisations or through correspondence
courses. The representative from the R.B.S. said that she had
not actively recruited transcribers as equipment was not always
readily available and sometimes people had to go on a waiting
list. She found that she had as many enquiries from volunteers
wishing to learn braille as she could cope with training and
supervising. The position seemed to be the same in W.A.
The representative from the Braille and Talking Book Library
(Melbourne) said that the Library had not been training new
transcribers for some time but it was planned to start a short
course in braille and to offer further training to those who
did well in this short course. She said that this was a new
approach for the Library.

There were a number of braillists from Canberra who said they
teach new volunteers themselves but they did not have a lot of
contact with blind people. Wo^k done for the schools in Canberra
would not be proof-read by a blind person but they proof-read
their own work and sometimes library books are proof-read by
a couple of blind people in Canberra. However they do feel
isolated and were glad to participate in the Seminar and to
have the opportunity to talk to other transcribers and with
braille consumers e

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 1

3

1 Discussion of contents in volumes of student literature,
especially where a blind student is working with sighted
colleagues and must quickly make reference to a
specific area in the text.

The group agreed that a contents page in each volume was par-
ticularly helpful to the blind reader. One blind member of
the group pointed out that she felt it was often helpful to
give more information on braille contents pages than was shown
in print books. This could assist readers in locating material
quickly. She felt that contents pages should be in all braille
literature - not .just in textbooks.
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Another blind member of-the group felt that showing print
page numbers in the left-hand corner of the top line of each
braille page was helpful to students.

RECOMMENDATION :

I

That a contents page, or pages, should appear in each braille
volume. In textbooks, the print page numbers may also be
included on the contents page if desired.

ITEM 14 : In transcription of textbooks into braille, whatever
system is used in print for recording numbers of figures
or tables to accompany the text (whether separated by
points, full-stops, hyphens or any other means) the
numeral sign only be used in braille to separate the
numbers of chapter and figure etc. as in time
indications in standard English Braille.

A minority of group members felt that the system outlined in
Item 14 should be followed in braille transcription. However
the majority supported the view that the print system of number-
ing tables and figures should be followed. The majority felt
it was important for the student to know exactly how figures
were coded in the print in case the student needed to quote
these in references when writing essays or assignments.

RECOMMENDATION :

In transcription of textbooks into braille, whatever system is
used in print for recording numbers of figures and tables to
.'accompany the text should also be used in the braille copy.

ITEM 1

3

: That caution be exercised in seeking to use compositors'
tapes in transcribing braille by means of computers
because of the obvious amount of editing needed when
rendering print into braille.

One member of the group said she had received some information
from BANA recently indicating that this point was being considered.
The Chairman of BANA had sent her a copy of "Summary of Braille
Code Recommendations Proposed by the Braille Authority of North
America Technical Committee on Literary Braille" and it was
clear from this that the Literary Braille Committee of BANA had
considered automatic input using compositors' tapes in making
its recommendations.

The Committee had looked at the slash/oblique stroke; the
writing of sports scores; the natural pause rule in relation to
contractions for "to", "into" and "by" and the use of capital
and italic signs with these contractions; also the natural
pause rule in relation to "and", "for", "of", "the", "with" and
"a". The Committee had also looked at quotation marks and had
put forward recommendations that the quotation marks as shown
in the print copy should be followed.

'All the recommendations put forward by the Literary Braille
Committee of BANA were to be accepted and incorporated in
"English Braille - American Edition".

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE
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ITEM 1b : That because of the need to divide braille books into
volumes, it is no use to keep notes to the end of
the book - they must appear in the same volume as the
text to which they refer. (See Group 'C')

In discussing this item it was pointed out that sometimes answers
to questions, e.g., in mathematics books, were not always written
in the same volume of braille. This also happens sometimes with
notes and references and this made it very difficult for the
reader to use textbooks to the best advantage.

RECOMMENDATION :

Because of the need to divide braille books into volumes, it is
no use to keep notes, references, answers, etc. until the end
of the book - they must appear in the same volume as the text
to which they refer.

ITEM 17 : General discussion on the use of contractions as now
listed in the English Restatement, Part I, Basic Code
and Part II, Advanced Code published by the R.N.I.B.
in 1969 and 1971 respectively.

The group felt that a great deal of time should be given to
discussing this item and it was decided to defer it and to discuss
it later, time permitting. As a result, Item 17 was not discussed
by the group.

ITEM 13 : Discuss the use or non-use of capital signs in English
braille.

Some members of the group, engaged in brailling books for education
authorities, said they were instructed to use capital signs and
they would have to continue to write braille using capital signs.
There was a general discussion about the use of capital signs and
it appeared that some people were not following the rules correctly.
There seemed to be confusion about the use of the double capital
sign which indicates that all the letters in the following word are
capital letters. If a whole group of words is written in capitals,
it is necessary to show the double capital sign before each word.

Rules 33 to 36 inclusive in the "Restatement of the Lay-Out,
Definitions and Rules of the Standard English Braille System, Part
II" deal with capitalisation and "English Braille - American Edition"
covers the rules of capitalisation more explicitly. Some members
of the group were against capitalisation, and when the group leader
of Group 'B' gave the final report in the plenary session it was
clear that delegates from other groups were also against the use
of capital letters generally.

Group ' B' felt that a recommendation was important because it was
clear that some transcribing groups are using, and will continue
to use, capitals.

RECOMMENDATION :

Those who use capital signs in braille should follow the rules
of capitalisation as stated in ''English Braille - American Edition".
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ITEM 19 : Discuss the use or non-use- of italics in English
braille

.

The group felt that the use and non-use of the italic sign
was well covered in the "Restatement of the Lay-Out, Definitions

|and Rules of the Standard English Braille System, Part II",
Rules 72-90, and as time was running short there was no
lengthy discussion of this item.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 20 : Review the symbols being used for metric measures and
decimal currency. (See Group 'C')

The group discussed the advisability of having braille symbols
like those in print in metric measure and in decimal currency.
The group did formulate a recommendation but after consultation
with the. Mathematics and Science Group, this recommendation was
withdrawn.

,

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 21 : Discuss in detail the setting out in braille of a
variety of books. Aspects to be considered should
include

:

(a) title page
'b) contents page
c) prefaces, forewords, instructions

(d) page headings
(e) side headings
(f) index
(g) footnotes

(See Group 'C')

The group did not have time to discuss all poin'cs in this item.
The general feeling was that absolute uniformity in layout was
not essential as format in print books was varied. However it
was felt that some particular information was necessary in all
publications. It was pointed out that most braille libraries or
transcription groups, other than those in the U.S.A., wrote a
manual for their transcribers to follow. Matters of layout etc.
were usually covered in such manuals. It was pointed out that
the Royal Blind Society of N.S.W. had such a manual but this did
need updating. However it was still very helpful to transcribers

RECOMMENDATION :

(a). All title pages should contain the following information:

-

(i) The title of the book and its author/authors, editors

I (ii) The number of the braille volume.

(iii) The number of braille volumes in the book

(iv) The year in which the book was brailled.
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(v) The name and address of the publishers of the book
and the rear in which the book was published.

(vi) The edition of the printed book and the date cf
publication of the first edition of the book.

(b) No further recommendation
. (See Item 13)

RECOMMENDATION :

(c) to (g)

Section (c) to (g) be referred to the Australian Braille
Authority, for discussion, on its formation.

SUPPLEMENTARY ITEM 43 :

Usefulness of braille equipment we each have as individuals
with a view to suggesting areas of research into the equipment
to meet our needs, (e.g., an upward -writing interpoint machine).
(See Group 'D' )

The group discussed braille equipment generally and particularly
spoke about the Perkins braillers. Most members of the group
felt that the braillers required much more servicing now than
they did some years ago. The machines that are now being
made by Howe Press did not seem to he as good as earlier
machines. The repair and servicing is a general problem.

The representative from the Royal Blind Society of N.S.W.'sdid
that they had the Government Stores fixing braillers, but often
the machines had to be returned and some of the technicians
did not have very much success in servicing or repairing the
braillers at all.

Members of the Canberra group said they had a firm called
Data Print whichserv iced their braillers and did a good job
but they found that the later model braillers required much
more attention than earlier ones had done.

The blind members of the group felt there was a need to
develop an upward interpoint writer but the sighted transcribers
were not so keen about this idea as they find great difficulty
in reading interpoint braille.

RECOMMENDATION :

We recommend and urge that research be directed towards
development of an upward interpoint braille writer. It
should be light, portable, quiet and easy to use.
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AGENDA ITEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GROUP '0 ' - MATHS/SCIENCE

GROUP LEADER: MRS. K. FRANKLIN

ITEM 3 : Revision of Science and Maths Codes to include new
technological concepts. (See Group 'A')

ITEM 22 : A discussion be held on Set Theory Notation (see
Braille Mathematics Code, Section 23, Paragraphs 69-72)
and Section 24, Illustrated Examples of Set Theory
Notation.

RECOMMENDATION :

That the following points of dissatisfaction with the Maths Code
be conveyed to the National Uniform Type Committee:

(a) Set Theory - that the described use of the notation for
universal set, the empty set, and the cardinal number
of a set, in Section 23, Paragraph 71, is not consistent
with their use in the illustrative examDles in Section
24.

(b) That the distinction between "plus" and "positive" and
between "minus" and "negative" is not followed consistently-
through the. code.

(c) That some mathematical errors appear in the code viz.
Section 27, examples 1 and 2; and Section 17, example 9.

(d) That when transcribing units in Mathematics or Science,
negative indices be used in braille where T,hey occur in
print.

(e) That the code does not contain a section covering notation
for the topic of probability.

ITEM 10 : Discuss suggestions that material prepared in
braille for students be proof-read, at all times,
by a blind proof-reader where practicable.
(See Group 'B'

)

ITEM 1

1

: Blind proof-readers be used where proofing necessary.
Where material needs to be intelligently trans-
literated, blind transcribers are essential.

RECOMMENDATION:

That where practicable, material prepared in braille for
students be proof-read by adequately trained proof-readers at
all times. It is desirable that blind proof-readers be used.

ITEM 24 : Section 15, Paragraph 54 of the British Mathematics
Code be discussed. Suggestion - communication with
the Mathematics Sub-Committee of the National
Uniform Type Committee (NUTC) with a view to changing
the rule in this paragraph so that' subscripts and
superscripts should be used in transcription of
mathematics texts into braille wherever they occur
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RECOMMENDATION :

That the NUTC be asked to consider Section 15, Paragraph 5^
of the British Mathematics Code with the view of changing the
rule in this paragraph so that subscripts and suDerscrints
should be used in transcription of mathematics texts into
braille wherever they occur in print, using the aopronri^te
sign.

ITEM 31 :

Section 15, Paragraph 5^. The NUTC be asked to consider
using the same symbol to represent a power sign and a super-
script sign so that the decision of which should be written
is not left to the transcriber.

RECOMMENDATION :

That the NUTC be asked to consider using the same symbol to
represent a power sign and a superscript sign.

ITEM 34 :

Discuss the adaptation of current scientific instruments for
the use by blind and visually imoaired, e.g., voltmeters,
thermometers, audiometers, light probee? calculators etc.

ITEM 39 :

Compare the merits of braille and/or audio disolays for cal-
culators and measuring instruments. (See !3roup 'A' and *D')

RECOMMENDATION :

It was felt that a majority of blind students would probably
prefer a braille display for calculators and other scientific
measuring instruments and that a single cell display is
satisfactory. Therefore we recommend that the Australian
Braille Authority (ABA) undertake an investigation as to the
possibility of recruiting private industry to further the work
in this field initiated at Macauarie University and to investigate
research into audio and other methods of output for such in-
struments.

detail the setting out in braille of a variety of
pects to be considered should include:

title page
contents page
prefaces, forewords, instructions
page headings
side headings
index
footnotes

ITEM 21 :

Discuss in
books As

(a)
(b
c

(d)
(e
(f

(g)

(See Group
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RECOMMENDATION :

That textbooks prepared in braille for students contain in
each volume:

A . A general contents page showing the name of each
chapter of the print text and the braille volume in
which it is found.

A detailed contents page for that volume set out on a
paragraph-heading basis.

ITEM 13 :

Discussion of contents in volumes of student literature, especially
where a blind student is working with sighted colleagues and must
quickly make reference to a specific area in the text.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 14 :

In transcription of textbooks into braille, whatever system is
used in print for recording'numbers of figures or tables to
accompany the text (whether separated by points, full-stops,
hyphens or any other means) the numeral sign only be used in
braille to separate the numbers of chapter and figure etc. as
in time indications in standard English braille.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

TTEM__16:

That because of the need to divide braille books into volumes
it is no use to keep notes to the end of the book - they 'must
appear in the same volume as the text to which they refer.
(See Group 'B')

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 20 :

Review the symbols being used for metric measures and decimal
currency. (See Group 'B')

Notation was discussed. It was felt that decimal currency
representation should be as in print, i.e. "A" included in braille
only when present in print.

It was generally felt that the symbols being used for metric
measure are satisfactory.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 23 :

Presentation of braille mathematical diagrams - both in geometry,
statistics and computer flow-charts - other aspects of higher
mathematics.

ITEM 23 :

Discuss develoDment of a code for transcriotion of comouter
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programmes, based on the code being used by the Royal National
Institute for the Blind.

In discussion the group felt tnat the transcriber should consult
with the appropriate person to determine which diagrams should be
included.

The group discussed the braille representation of computer
programmes and flow-charts. For flow-charts it was felt it
would be suitable to present them in a form that closely resembled
print representation but which was able to be reproduced by the
braille-using student with only slight modification, namely, the
omission of ourely visual cues.

RECOMMENDATION :

That the NUTC and the Braille Authority of North America (3AN.0
be consulted regarding their current use of character sets and
other notation for computer programmes, with a view to establishing
a standardised computer code for use by, and for, the blind in
Australia.

ITEM 26 :

Discuss the symbols representing dashes and stars and the
ambiguity that can result as to whether they are dashes and stars
or numbers.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE

ITEM 30 ;

Section 9, Paragraph 38 and Section 15, Paragraphs 51 and 53,
Braille Mathematics Notation 1970, Parts I and II, with reference
to the power exponent 2. Discuss that the NUTC be requested to
consider always writing the exponent 2 instead of omitting it at
certain times.

NO RECOMMENDATION NADS

ITEM 52 :

That consideration be given to re-introducing the rule that when
a mathematics or scientific formula or term occurs in English
text it should be preceded and followed by two blank spaces.
When a word (or words) occurs within mathematics or scientific
formula it should be enclosed within square brackets.

In discussion the group felt that there was no need for this
rule to be reintroduced. However transcribers should be encouraged
to leave two spaces if ambiguity could ensue.

NC RECOMMENDATION MADS

ITEM 55 :

Discuss oreparation and production of science models for
scientific concepts, e.g., the human body, molecular structure,
wave motion.

NO RECOMMENDATION MADS
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The following recommendations also are submitted by Group ' C':-

(a) That the question of the limits to which a transcriber
x should go in correcting print errors be comprehensively
™ discussed by ABA.

(b) That in the transcription of scientific topics that
involve letters used in a specific sense (e.g. genetics,
pH measurements) that the appropriate letter sign be
used at each stage.

(c) That the question of whether units should precede or
follow quantitative expressions be discussed by ABA.

f





AGENDA ITEMS AND RECOMMENDATION

GROUP 'D' - EDUCATION OE THE 3LINJ2

GRCU? DEADER: Mrs. E. Watkins

ITEM 8:
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Moves be initiated to orovide an Australian Primer.
(See Group , A I and 'B 1

)

In discussion the group felt that it would only be necessary
to produce our own primer if we wanted to diverge from the
British code. When specific books coll for, or suggest,
certain abbreviations, it was felt that the transcriber could
include a key for that particular book in the same way that a

code is given in orinted knitting books.

It was suggested that Australian dace names, which may cause
confusion for transcribers, (e.g. Wahroonga, Bankstown) could
be compiled as an addition to the "Alphabetical Guide to the
Contracting of Names", Appendix II, Part II, Restatement of the
Lay-out Definitions and Rules of the Standard English Braille
System.

ITEM 27 :

Discussion on teaching braille to blind children.

In the discussion, the following points were highlighted:-

1. In learning to live, the living is more important than the
braille, so the braille must be made to serve the purposes
of the child's living rather than an artificial programme
with a sequence not related to his needs.

2. The development of -the tactile sense is essential through
the enriching of tactile experiences - encourage "greedy
fingers" to take in as many messages as possible.

3. It is important to develop a kinaesthetic sense nrior to
reading braille, i.e.

a sense of moving onwards,

movement from left to right,

movement down a oage, etc.

4. Suggested activities which would lead to competency in
braille might include :-

(a) Distinguishing different shaped drink containers in
order to make a real choice.

(b) Labelling (in braille) of drink containers in order
that a real selection may be made.

(c) Labelling of various equipment, furniture, rooms, etc

(d) A brailled timetable o^ daily tasks.

(e) Clues for- a trail to the bush from the school (or a
treasure hunt, etc.;
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(f) Spot the stranger.

(g) Matching braille patterns before letters, as such,
are introduced.

I
5. Where a child is integrated from the beginning the system

of teaching him reading in braille may have to follow the
sighted classroom technique. A blind child may find
himself in a class where the teacher is using a phonic
approach, colour reading scheme, or haptic or kinaesthetic
approach. This situation could pose many problems for the
blind child and the itinerant teacher supporting him e

6. It is very important to develop the blind child's real
understanding of such terms as "beside, under, in, through,
between" etc. , in terms of -

(a) The relationship between him and an object.

(b) The relationship between one object and another.

(c) One object and another as illustrated on a plane
surface.

7. With the borderline partially seeing child, most of the
group felt that it is better to teach braille early, as
print is more easily acquired later.

8. Blind children in sighted classrooms enjoy using nencil
or crayon for multiple choice answers like their sighted

a peers.

9. It is essential that the child be taught to use the
braille frame early in his schooling when he has very
little to write and speed is not so important. He' must
be provided with a portable form of writing. Some braille
users felt that it was easier to transfer from the frame
to the Perkins than vice-versa.

10. It is important to develop a balanced view of the language
arts towards braille literacy. (i.e., receotive: listening
reading, expressive: speaking - writing)

Real braille skill is develooed through practice and the
pleasure of literacy.

11. Blind members of the group oointed out the desirability
of having at least one blind member of staff in a school
for the blind in order that blind children may identify
with that person in a positive way.. Discussion which
followed led to the following recommend^tion:-

REC0MHEN3ATI0N ;

A recommendation that schools for the blind ?nd visiting and
itinerant teacher services employ specially selected blind
teachers for the following reasons :-

(a) That they may be models for the visually impaired children
in order that their self-image and exoectations may be
positive in terms of daily-living skills, independent
mobility, braille reading, career exoectations, etc.
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(b) That they may *be consulted" by other members of
staff, parents and children.

ITEM 28 :

Discussion on teaching braille to newly-blinded adults.

1. The most important factor that came out of the discussion
was that the teaching should be individualised according to
the pupil. Those with experience in teaching braille to
adults felt that progress of the pupil was dependent upon:-

(a) Motivation and individual ability.

(b) The warmth of the relationship between teacher
and pupil.

The age of the pupil was considered to be irrelevant - one
teacher having had great success with a number of pupils
in their eighties.

2. One teacher felt that his best results were attained by
having the pupil use one finger only without the distraction
of a different message being fed to the brain via a second
hand. Later on the pupil may decide himself that his
fluency is such that he would benefit from the use of two
hands.

3. Another teacher felt that it was essential to develop
sensitivity in all fingers and all narts of the hands.
He sometimes taped all the fingers but one (i.e. the little
finger) and encouraged the puoil to feel the braille with
that finger only - or even the palm of the hand only. He
encouraged the use of two hands from the beginning.

4. Some teachers followed the primer in terms of order of
introduction of contractions, abbreviations etc., and
other teachers had developed their own sequence according
to the pupil involved.

ITEM 29:

In adult training, abbreviations should be taught before the
compound signs. Abbreviations are much more easily memorised
and do bear some resemblance to the words for which they stand,
whereas the compound signs, in oarticular the 4-6 and 5-6, are
completely illogical, incomolete and misleading. Discuss.

In discussion, it was felt that, as instruction should be in-
dividualised for each pupil, we would only be wasting time in
discussing this matter here. There was a difference of opinion
among the teachers of adults about which method was Drefer^ble.

ITEM 39 :

Compare the merits of braille and/or audio displays for
calculators and measuring instruments. (See Group 'A' and 'C')

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE
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SUPPLEMENTARY ITEMS DISCUSSED:

ITEM 37 ; Tactile Maps

This proved to be a very interesting session with viewpoints
on the one hand from teachers who had had difficulty in
providing adequate maps and map-reading programmes for their
pupils, and on the other hand most useful comments from the
blind users of tactile maps. The following points were
highlighted:-

1« The need for map reading to begin at least at the
kindergarten level,

2. The map must have a useful purpose for the child .

It must help him to understand something better and
he must realise how it can help him.

3. Maps should be simple and not cluttered. A succession
of maps may be necessary to achieve the final result.

4. A key is desirable.

5. Wooden maps with nails for the borders offered little
interest and limited benefit.

The importance of kinaesthetic memory in map reading. The
person who made this point demonstrated admirably how she
exaggerated her left or right turns when memorising a maD.

7. One member of the group recommended an Australian Council
for Education Research book called "3^sic Skills Testing
Programme" which contains a section on manning which could
be helpful in designing a mapping programme.

8. The need for maps of areas already familiar to the child,
i.e. playground or classroom.

9. The importance of having the child participate in the
actual making of at least some of his maps.

10. Mention was made of the importance of a tactile globe
and not only flat maps.

11. The use of a metal sheet with magnetic taoe for some quick
maps - particularly in relation to mobility.

12. The need to show mapping as important to daily living -

don't compartmentalise it as "mapping".

13. One school - Narbethong - is having a "Run to Sydney"
involving physical activity and map reading. The children
are actually running the correct distance around the school
oval, one stage at a time, of course, and each child has a

thermoform map of the route for each stage.

We understand that the Royal Victorian Institute for the
Blind and the Royal Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
are currently working on an Interesting .programme with
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regard to mapping and we would very much like to be
informed of their progress and findings if this were
possible.

15. The greatest problem for the blind user of maps for
mobility lies in the fact that he has no clue to where
he is in relation to the map. This could be compared with
the sighted driver lost in Sydney or Melbourne who continues
driving around until he can see a street name and can check
it against his map. The blind user has no such brailip
sign in his environment to help him.

16. One group member spoke of an individual map made to assist
her as a blind girl guide in a sighted troop. It was a

satchel-type map made of thin strong cardboard inside a

canvas cover. It had split pins to mark the stations,
highways were marked with a double strand of knitting wool
and lesser roads with a single strand. There was a soecial
pocket for a compass and the need for a compass was considered
essential. This relates back to the point made earlier that
the blind person needs as much help as possible in regard to
reference point and location.

17. Mention was made here that the map made available to blind
conference delegates did not show the entrances to buildings
and so they had no point of reference. They would also have
liked to have received the map some time before the conference
in order to study it fully. However, they were still very
pleased to have the map and to be able to take it away for
"future study and reference and wished to thank the organisers
for its provision.

18. One group member spoke of maps of aircraft showing lay-out
including toilets, emergency exits, etc. A recommendation
was formulated as follows :-

RECOMMENDATION :

That approaches be made to airline companies to make available
to blind passengers maps and relevant information regarding the
aeroolane and flight.

ITEM U3 :

Usefulness of braille equipment we each have as individuals
with a view to suggesting areas of research into the equipment
to meet our needs, (f».g., an upward-writ ins interooint mtchlntO .

(See Group '3')

Discussion was brief because of time limitations but the
following points were made:-

1. It was felt that there is a need far an upward writing
interooint machine.

2. The Cptacon should be introduced at an early age.

3. The need for braille manuals for teach-yourself skills.

U. The need for the introduction of the hand frame at an
earlv ae;e
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At the final plenary session, the following recommendation
was passed:

RECOMMENDATION :

That all agenda items not finalised at the Seminar should
be passed on for consideration to the Australian Braille
Authority (A.B.A.) on its formation.
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I want to say, at the outset, how pleased and gratified
I am to be standing here today before you all; for 7 believe
that a Seminar such as this one has been long overdue in
Australia, and its organisers - the New South Wales State Branch
of the A.N.C.B. and Joan Ledermann, in particular - are to be
warmly complimented orr both their initiative and efficiency.

As some of you may know, I am indeed a product of the system,
having been educated at a residential school for the blind,
before completing my secondary studies at a regular school.
I graduated from the University of Melbourne in 1974, with an
honours degree in mathematical statistics, and then commenced
full-time employment as a research mathematician in the Planning
Division of the Engineering Department of Telecom Australia.

I am currently mid-way through a part-time economics course
at Monash University, where I plan to specialise in econometrics
and operations research - a discipline which broadly deals with
the application of mathematical techniques to the quantitative
modelling of the economy as a whole, and the optimal allocation
of resources in particular.

Clearly, therefore, the existence and usefulness of braille
mathematics codes is a subject dear to my heart. I am perhaps
in a unique situation however: that as principally a user of
the code, I have also had considerable experience as a

transcriber, having written out something of the order of two
textbooks, 50 research papers and the notes of 500 lectures.

So that's about it for the biographical sketch, and I'll
turn now to the matter of the prospects for a global approach
to braille mathematics codes.

It is my belief that the development of a universally acceptable
braille mathematics code is an attainable goal; but it is one
which will only be achieved slowly and only after lengthy and
hefty discussions of a philosophical, political and practical
nature have. been successfully concluded. The discussions will
be philosophical because, for instance, the Americans believe
that in order to assist the transcriber, braille mathematics
should correspond in layout to the ink-print version, with one-
to-one correspondence between characters. The British, on the
other hand, believe that braille mathematics should be concise
and readable for the blind student whilst being sufficiently
unambiguous for the transcriber.

The discussions will be political, because people invariably
tend to believe that their existing code is, at least, close
to the best; and as the stock of braille mathematics books
builds up in each country, there is a corresponding unwillingness
to change to a new, albeit internationally used and recognised
mathematics code.

The discussions will have to be at a very basic or oractical
level, because the question of what braille characters can be
used to represent the various printed characters is a very vexed
one. Here, one of the problems is that the code needs to be





used for languages which- use other than the Roman alphabet,
and in cases such as the Russian or Hebrew alphabet, the
pending shortage of possible characters is readily apparento

Because an international code would almost certainly be of
little benefit, but a likely cause of considerable discomfort
to blind school students which comprise the bulk of the users
of braille mathematics codes, I am sceptical about the
desirability of an international code. That may seem sur-
prising: but since the main benefit of an international code
is that it would permit the international exchange of braille
copies of mathematical textbooks, and since school students
very rarely use books that are not locally produced, it would
possibly only benefit a few highly skilled users of braille
mathematics at the graduate or research level who would almost
certainly have the capacity to learn alternative codes if that
was necessary. But, as we shall see later, there is quite a
strong body of opinion which supports the development of such
a code, so that from our point of view we must ensure that
our interests are adequately represented. I want to stress,
at this stage, that I am not talking about the development of
international codes for computer programming and science, for
these are very different ball games and would seem in some cases
to be most desirable. Why I am confining my attention to
mathematics codes is that this is my specialist area, and this
is the area of current activity by the W.C.W.B.

In Australia we use the British code which has been latterly
developed under the auspices of the British N.U.T.C. For a

few minutes I want to dwell on the development of this code,
for it seems that developments in other countries have been
along similar lines.

In 1866, what is now known as Worcester College for the Blind,
an English grammar school for blind boys was founded by two
reverend gentlemen, Robert Blair and William Taylor, The
latter was also the mathematician who developed the Taylor
arithmetic slate, known to many of us, and a pioneer of teaching
mathematics to blind people.

By the turn of the century it had become apparent that there
was need to develop a means by which mathematics could be
represented in braille, and it was Hugh Taylor, a mathematician
from Cambridge, who developed what came to be known as "The
Taylor Code" and used it to transcribe several books. This
code was very much a first attempt but it is significant, because
it was this code upon which the Japanese one was based. It was
between the wars, when the inadequacies of the Taylor and other
continental codes had become sufficiently apparent, that in 1929
the Vienna Blind Conference appointed a committee to investigate
and recommend an international braille mathematics code. The
R.N.I.B. in London was represented on this committee by Colonel
Stafford of Malvern and he was advised by Professor R. W. Bonham,
the senior mathematics master at Worcester College.

The committee's work was only partially successful, due very
largely to mutual antagonism between the French and German
representatives, but in 1937 a modified version of the Marburg
School for the Blind code of Germany was proposed. Tne R.M.I. 3,
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in

published an English translation in 1941. Apparently this
code was before very long regarded as unsatisfactory, and
as it appeared that international agreement on a code would be
many years off, the R.N.I.B. commissioned R. W. Bonham of

^Worcester College for the Blind and H. M. Lockhead of the
i*Royal School for the Blind of Edinburgh to produce a modernised
and simplified mathematics code„ They published Part I of the
code covering topics such as arithmetic, elementary algebra,
geometry, trigomometry and elementary calculus in 1 9^+9 and J

1955, Part II, incorporating advanced algebra and calculus
together with topics such as projective and differential
geometry, was produced with assistance from Professor W. G.
Bickley, a newly blinded mathematician. An addendum incorporating
a code for set theory was published in 1963 and some revisions to
the code were made in 1970.

Meanwhile, the BNUTC had been reconstituted and an expanded
mathematics subcommittee was then incorporated. As I mentioned
a moment ago, the code was amended in 1970, and although the
changes were small, they were nevertheless significant. In
particular, following the passing of a resolution in 1966 by a

working party of the College of Teachers of the Blind deploring
the fact that, whilst mathematical textbooks were written in one
code, Standard English Braille publications continued, in the
main, to use the old Taylor code. The mathematics committee
was reformed and broadened to include more teachers of mathematics.
After lengthy discussions with the BNUTC there was agreement to
modify certain signs in the mathematics code for use in Standard
English Braille. It was in this way that the use of letter signs,
in all cases, before the equals, plus, minus, multiplication and
%ivision signs was introduced, which was to my mind a retrograde
step. So that's how the British code has evolved and it's
probably how the Nemeth code in the United States developed,
and similar to the evolution of the Russian, French, German, Spanish,
Japanese and other codes.

One of the ironies of all this is that similar to music,
mathematics has virtually no language barriers. Mathematicians
can usually pick up a treatise In any language and, with the aid
of a scientific dictionary, can make sense of the text, experiencing
no difficulty in understanding the lines of mathematics. For the
braillist, however, such is not the case. Whilst there are
similarities between the Russian, German and Spanish codes, the
Japanese, American and French codes are all completely different
from these and from each other. In particular, the French,
British and American codes all have different ways of representing
the natural numbers, 0, 1,2 etc. In the British code, they are
represented by the letters "a" to "j", as in Standard English
Braille. In the American code tnese letters are used in the
lower part of the cell, and, in the French code, they are used with
the addition of "dot 6". This means that in order to read books
written in a code to which one is unaccustomed, it is necessary
to learn first of all a considerable amount of new code, which
clearly can often be slow and quite difficult.

tin 1976, under the auspices of the W.C.W.B., there was a conference
in Moscow held with the object of determining the necessity of
international codes for mathematics and science in braille. Its
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decision, that such unification was both desirable and possible,
was ratified by the W.C.W.B. Executive in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
in 1977, and a committee of five members was established as
a subcommittee of the W.C.W.B. Committee on Cultural Affairs.
Its members are drawn from Britain, West Germany, the United
States, the Soviet Union and Spain, Though the Committee
has attacked its task with vigour, I believe its effectiveness
will be severely curtailed, since neither its chairman can
speak English, nor its other members Spanish. Thus much of its
work has been carried out by letter, using the skills of an
excellent translation service at the Spanish National Organisation
for the Blind. Although the Committee has so far confined its
attention to the possible unification of mathematics codes, its
objects are somewhat broader They are;-

(a) to promote the creation of international braille
codes for mathematics and science

(b) to foster the establishment of national study groups
or committees, through the assistance of the heads of
delegations of W.C.W.B., in order to exchange information
and experiences in this field.

(c) to encourage and facilitate mathematical and scientific
studies by blind people, through the transcription into
braille of the necessary textbooks

(d) to make a study of the possible fields of employment
for blind mathematicians and scientists and to helc
ensure the accessibility of such jobs

(e) to stimulate the development of aids that facilitate
efficiency by blind people in the educational or
employment environments in mathematics and science

As I just said a moment ago, the development of an international
braille mathematics code is the object that the committee has
attacked with most gusto. It has started from the resolutions
that were reached at the Moscow Conference. Incidentally, most
of that conference was spent in receiving formal presentations
of the various existing mathematics codes. But it did make a

start on setting out the basic principles upon which an inter-
national code could be based. It was agreed, for instance,
that the original braille signs for representing the letters of
the Roman alphabet should be preserved - though the problems
relating to the Greek and Cyrillic scripts were acknowledged;
that provision should be made for encoding new topics as they
arose; that the system should be uniform at all educational
levels - with some dissent; that, whilst not compromising any
clarity, there should be economies in the amount of space required
and that the basic elements d£ the code should be readily under-
standable by children and non-expert adults alike. As was to
be expected, the most contentious issue was the philosophical
question of whether there should be one-to-one correspondence
between the braille and ink-print symbols and whether it was
desired that it should be possible to reconstruct the actual
print form from the braille transcription. It was on this
basic point that the British and American contingents were
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diametrically opposed and, in the end, the one-to-one
correspondence philosophy was preferred, though with some
modification.

So Rodrigo and his colleagues are now engaged in an endeavour
J to develop a unified code. Their task is difficult and made
possible only by a sincere willingness toco-operate by many
people. The work has been divided into two areas. On the
one hand, the Russians have undertaken the development of the
theoretical basis of the new code, i.e., the resolution of
existing conflict on the question of layout; whilst the
Spaniards have undertaken the arduous task of determining a

list of suitable signs with which to represent the printed
characters. When each of these groups has completed its
work, the next step will be to interweave the two strands of
the code. It seems, sadly, that perhaps the Spaniards have
gone too far with their part of the project, and it has been
conjectured that they are attempting to develop their own code
for later modification.

As users of mathematics and science codes, we in Australia
have a right to provide input into the development of new
codes. Whilst I feel we 'should work closely with the
Mathematics Sub-Committee of the BNUTC in this matter, the
formation of an Australian Braille Authority with a mathematics
sub-committee would, in conformity with the second object of the
W.C.W.B. Committee, give us a direct link with what is happening
elsewhere. In fact, the pending formation under W.C.W.B. of
a braille committee on mathematics and science in this country
was one of the events that motivated me to investigate the
fcrospects for a global approach to braille mathematics codes.
I would suggest, in summary, that unity is possible though
difficult, that its desirability is real in specific instances
only and that only for the optimistic are the prospects of
unification very good.
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In recent times the academic world has placed increasing
emphasis on the importance of having theories to account for
practical actions: before you can introduce a new educational
programme, for example, you need to have a theoretical framework.

There are a number of reasons why a theoretical framework is

y
desirable: one is that there is something intellectually
satisfying about being able to explain what you are actually
doing by a set of underlying principles. The second reason -

and I think it is quite an important one - is that if you have
a theory which can quite clearly account for cases in which no
problems arise, then you can use that theory to decide cases in
which problems do arise. I owe this point to the American
linguist, philosopher and mathematician, Noam Chomsky, and I

think it has some application in braille. Braille, by its
very nature, is a very practical medium. In discussing the
requirements of post-secondary students, for example, we will be
concerned mainly with questions of practice, and the needs of
the student. However, I feel it is important, for the reasons
I have already outlined, to have some theoretical principles
which we can call on when problems arise in practice, and there
do not seem to be any accessible solutions. Unfortunately, I

have heard very few attempts to give some sort of theoretical
basis to braille transcription, and so I would like very briefly
to outline some of my own ideas on this question.

The first point is that "The duty of a braille transcriber is
to convey an exact representation of the printed copy to be
transcribed.'.' . I take this sentence from Page 1 of the Braille
Primer . This, I feel, is a laudable theoretical aim, but when
you look through the remainder of the Primer , and Parts 1 and 2

Jbf the S.E.B. braille system, you find a plethora of rules
which tell you how to do the exact opposite. But for me, it is
an important theoretical principle that an exact representation
of the print should be given, as far as possible.

Secondly, as much of the decision-making process as possible
should be taken away from the transcriber. This is not to cast
any aspersions on the intelligence of transcribers, but simply to
say that transcribers are not trained in decision-making. I

am quite sure, for example, that most transcribers don't want
to have to make a decision as to whether to use a "wh" sign or
an "ing" in the transcription of mathematical superscripts.

The third point is that braille is an attemot to convey a
potentially infinite variety by finite means. An author writing
in print is virtually limited only by his imagination in the
symbols he can use. However, in braille, we only have 63 (or
at most, 64) symbols with which to convey this potentially in-
finite variety. It is therefore unrealistic to hope that we
will ever have a braille system which does not contain an
element of ambiguity. However we should try to eliminate
ambiguity as much as possible.

xxx

In deference to the statisticians and demographers amongst us,

J would now like to mention some of the characteristics of the

population I'm discussing in this paper, i.e. blind post-

secondary students. (I thank Cath. Littlefair of the Student
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Services Department of the Royal Blind Society of K.S.V.
for supplying these figures) The Student Services Department
is currently assisting 3^ blind post-secondary students in
New South Wales. Six of these students are attending tech.
courses which cover the secondary school syllabus. Of these
34, 22 (a rather high percentage) are braille readers and they
are attending a total of 17 colleges and universities through-
out Mew South Wales, as against 7 last year, so you can see
that the scope of the Student Services Department is increasing
quite rapidly.

The first braille requirement of post-secondary students which
I wish to discuss is that braille codes beyond the S.E.B. Parts
1 and 2 System are often required to cope with the complexity
that is a characteristic of much post-secondary work. Maths,
science and music spring readily to mind but I would like to talk
to you about my subject area, linguistics. It is a subject
where symbols abound and this - moreso than many other subjects,
I think - poses a problem for braille transcription: there is
more of that infinite variety in linguistics than in most
subjects which has to be conveyed by the finite means.

We were faced with the problem of not being able to transcribe
adequately much linguistic- material , and so we had to devise nur
own code. The problems were these: if it is desired to transcribe
a word which contains a diacritic, there are two methods for
doing this. The first is to use the accent sign (dot U) which
is placed before the letter which, in the print, is modified by
the diacritic. This method is useful when the student does
not need to reproduce the material (e.g., in an essay), and
when the diacritic is not necessary for an adequate under-
standing of the text. It is also useful for transcribers who,
thereby, do not have to learn a new set of symbols. However,
it has a number of disadvantages, one being that if the student
needs to reproduce the text, he will need to know which 'diacritic
to use. Moreover, diacritics are often necessary -(particularly
in linguistics) for an adequate understanding of the text.

The alternative method of transcribing diacritics is to use the
appropriate braille code. In this method, words containing
modifying symbols are transcribed in the code of the language
to which the word belongs. For example, a French "e grave"
would be transcribed using the "the" sign. This method, while
giving a more adequate representation of the print, (note the
reference to my first theoretical point discussed earlier) has
numerous drawbacks. First of all, the -transcriber must know
which language the word to be transcribed belongs to in order
to decide which braille code should be used. (cf. theoretical
point 2 above) Secondly, if words from two or more languages
are cited, then two or more different braille codes must he
used, as confusion soon arises as the number of braille codes
increases. Thirdly, there are many languages (e.g., American-
Indian languages) which do not have braille codes, and it is
these languages which are often quoted in linguistics texts.
Fourthly, this method is only suitable when the diacritic can
be regarded as an integral part of the letter which it modifies.
However, diacritics are often used to indicate such features as
stress or tone, and in these cases the diacritic is not an
integral part of the letter. Finally, an important print
generalisation is often lost using this method. The one mint
accent is often transcribed differently in different braille
codes

.
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To overcome these problems, I, in conjunction with two braille
transcribers - Mrs. R. Van Proctor and Mrs. Shirley Holman -

developed what we call, WA Code for the Transcription of
Linguistic Material". This code embodies, I hope, the
theoretical points which underlie much of my thinking regarding
.braille transcription. Each diacritic is represented by the
one symbol wherever it occurs, so that the decision-making
process is minimised for the transcriber. In this way, a

more exact representation of the print is given. We have,
in addition, developed a set of rules which, we hope, will
eliminate as much ambiguity as possible. I have discussed our
code in order to illustrate the problems that can arise when
existing braille codes are not adequate.

The second requirement of post-secondary braille transcription
is precision: generally speaking, post-secondary students
require greater precision in the setting out of books than do
students at other levels of the education svstem. I don't
propose to discuss this ooint in detail, because I feel that
many of the relevant issues will be adequately dealt with in
group discussion, but among these issues are the numbering of
pages at the point of change of the print page, rather than at
the top left-hand corner of the braille page as is often done
(it is often es c ential that -tudents quote the exact print oage
reference in citations in essays and the like); publication
details are often very important for reference purposes. At
Dresent, there does not seem to be a clear, uniform method of
indicating these at the moment, and so the transcriber is often
called upon to make decisions in this regard - decisions which,
I feel, could be quite easily taken away from the transcriber.
Another issue concerns indexes; I, and many other students,
feel that indexes should always be brailled, as much more
benefit can thereby be derived from the book. The use of
capital signs, and the insertion of footnotes (both of which
many students feel to be very important) are further examples
o^ the precision that is required for post-secondary students
using braille.

A problem which is constantly encountered in the transcription
of material for post-secondary students is time, and there has
been quite a lot of discussion concerning the extent to which
such material should be proofread. I feel that, whenever
possible, all material regardless of whether it is for cost-
secondary students, should be proofread by a competent blind
proofreader. However, I am also aware, from personal experience,
that time does not always allow for this to take place, and I

would certainly agree that it is better to have a book on time,
albeit with a few braille errors, than to have a perfectly
brailled book two months after it is required. I don't believe,
however, that the time factor should be used by organisations t?
an excuse for abrogating their responsibilities concerning proof-
reading: the general principle should be that material be proof-
read at all times, even though this ideal may not be achieved
in practice.

"ja connection with the time factor, some transcribers have, in

Jhe last few years, used elements of the braille shorthand
system, not so much as a means of saving space, but rather as

a means of saving time. I think there is a reasonable case to
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be made in favour of the restricted, use of some contractions
which are to be found in :he braille shorthand system, e.g.,
dots 4-5-6 g for "govern", and dots 4-5 r io^ "response" but
I don't, by any means, advocate the widespread introduction
of the braille shorthand system, as this would increase
ambiguity.

In considering the braille requirements of post-secondary
students, we should not forget that such students also nave
extra-curricular braille requirements. Mo student is an
automaton - no student can read maths, linguistics or
philosophy all day - every student needs an. outlet, and this
applies just as much to reading as to other areas. Braille
library administrators would do well to bear in mind (as, indeed,
many no doubt do) that post-secondary students will often want
to read books which are commensurate with their intelligence
and level of sophistication.

In conclusion, I would like zo say a few words to transcriber :

when a blind student passes an exam, or obtains a degree, I'm
sure that you, as transcribers, feel a personal sense o^
achievement. And I think you have every right to. Although,
ultimately, the student him elf is responsible for his success,
you have an important part to olay in the achievements of Mind
students: without you, it would be much more difficult, perhans
impossible, for many blind students to be as successful
academically as they have. In criticising the braille system,
as we have done on numerous occasions during this Seminar, we
are not, in any way, criticising you as transcribers. Transcr doers
and students both have the one ultimate goal: that students should
be able to obtain the maximum benefit from the

:
work which you do,

so clearly, with maximum dedication.
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INTRODUCTION

1 Two years have passed since the installation of Australia's
first computerised braille production system. In this paper,
I would like to relate to you some of our experiences in that
time. Following this I shall make a few comments about
prospects for the future in the marriage between braille and
computers

.

But first let me briefly describe the production process to
you.

2. REVIEW OF PROCESS

To my knowledge, there are about 25 computer installations
throughout the world engaged solely or partly in braille
production. There are a number of different approaches used
in the production process, but, in this brief review, I will
highlight the similarities rather than the differences.

All systems use the text-processing capabilities of magnetic
medium storage by computer. These facilitate storage, error-
correction and reproduction of text, be it in print or braille
format. Most systems provide automatic braille translation and
all provide automatic embossing.

Computerised braille production can be described in three basic
steps, text entry, translation and embossing. Text entry is

is the orocess of placing text onto computer-readable magnetic
storage. Usually, this involves tyoing the text through
typewriter-like keyboard terminals attached to the computer.
The text is entered in ink-print format under the control of" a

computer program. This program provides the input typist with
facilities to enter and subsequently to correct text.

The second step, translation, is completely automatic and
occurs after a text has been keyed onto the computer's magnetic
disk storage. A computer program convepts the text from
ink-print format to contracted braille format. The translation
program also formats the braille according to specified re-
quirements. The resulting braille text resides, at this stage,
on magnetic storage.

The third step is the embossing of the braille. In this
process a computer program automatically drives a paoer or
zinc-plate embosser, outputting the stored braille.

Typically, 30 pages of printed text convert to a 60-page
braille volume. This text would take about 1 day to input,
10 minutes to translate, and 10 minutes per copy to emboss.

f Explanation of the process is more difficult than demonstration.
The seminar organisers invite all delegates to visit the
Institute's installation, either this afternoon or tomorrow
afternoon.
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3. EXPERIENCES (Let me tell you something of our experiences,
beginning first with an historical note)

Computers have been used for braille production since the 1960s
However, it was the advent of the mini-computer, with its
characteristic combination of high power and low cost, which saw
)the growth in the 1970s from one or two installations to more
than 20 world-wide. Most of these are in North America or
Western Europe. Development of the required computer programs
and the braille embossers has proceeded in parallel in several
countries, and has usually been wholly or partly funded by
governments. It seems, at present, that a plateau has been
reached in the growth in numbers of installations.

In this context, I wish now to describe our experiences in the
past two years at the RN3WIDBC.

In that time over 100 titles have been transcribed and, in
addition, magazines, newsletters, information pamphlets, calendars
and other documents have been brailled by computer. This reading
matter is comprised of about 750 original braille volumes, about
^5,000 original braille pages (or as Dr. John Gill at the Warwick
Research Unit for the Blind would have it, about 45,000,000
original braille cells). - The number of copies of each page has
varied from 3 to 1000 with an average of about 8.

What difference has this made to braille readers in Australia?
... I think the answer to this question depends on the reader's
age and his or her home-State. For the braille reader in, say,
Queensland or Tasmania, not much has changed; for the blind high-
school student in N.S.W., a whole range of new books is available,
)meaning greater selection, variety and opportunity.

Between these extremes are library users in N.S.W. and Victoria,
whose range of reading material has been broadened somewhat, and
to whom more braille reading matter, especially contemporary
and Australian literature, is available. By taking on some of
the high-volume work such as magazines, calendars and football
fixture lists, we have freed staff of other agencies from some
of the drudgery of thermoforming. We have also been able to
establish two new regional libraries within N.S.W. At this
stage they have, of course, only a limited selection and few
borrowers, but we hope to see them grow.

Our computer installation has been expanded during the two
years as demand for transcription services has increased. We
now have twice the computing power that we started with and have
grown from a staff of 5 full-time employees to 8 full-time and
3 part-time employees. In the year 1980/81 we expect to transcribe
about 100 titles, and have embossing capacity to produce 20 copies
of each.

The installation has had a few problems of course. As good as
the translation program is, it becomes more difficult to use in
the translation of more complex texts. Instances occur in books
on, for example, economics, where the text may include mathematical
Rotation, subscripts, superscripts, tables, notation in the margin
(left hand side or right hand side) and so on. I emphasise that

all these notations can be produced by computer, but increasing

human involvement is required, and the advantages of using the

comouter are diminished. The major benefits of computer usage
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occur with the most straightforward texts.

A second on-going problem is maintenance of the embossers.
Inevitably, highly mechanical units require maintenance. This
is especially so where a new piece of equipment is designed for
few users. Research and development exDenditure is less than
it might be. Compounding the problem is the fact that the
manufacturer of the embossers is not represented in Australia.

And what of the cost? So far, about .$300,000 has been spent,
about half of which was the set-up cost and half the running
cost for the first two years. Of the $300,000, about £ has
been met by government grant, and more than £ by payment-for-
service by users. It should be noted that government departments
are the most significant users. The remaining: cost has been borne
by the Institute. In the financial year 1980/81 we anticipate spending
almost $150,000, of which possibly 3/5 will be met by payment-for-
service, and 1/5 by government grant.

4. PROSPECTS

The Global Viewpoint

As you have all no doubt read, the 1980s are predicted as being
the decade of the microcomputer - or "chip "as it is called. Will
this have the same impact on braille production as did the mini-
computer in the 70s? Micro-based braille production systems
are feasible today. A one-keyboard, one-embosser system could
be put together for, perhaps, $20,000 or less. Small agencies
and schools, colleges or universities with blind students could
use a typist with no knowledge of braille to produce Grade 2

braille for them. The next few years will see whether this
technology will be put to such use.

The continuing computerisation of the publishing/or inting
industry will see greater use of direct entry of text from the
printer's magnetic tape storage to the computerised braille
system. This technology is being used for magazine production
in the U.S.A. and Germany. Similarly, braille bank statements
are being produced by computer in the U.K. The statement in-
formation is being transferredfrom the banks* computers to the
braille computer by magnetic tape. Generally speaking, the
braille reader should be advantaged by the increasing use of
computers for information storage and processing.

Optical scanning of printed text for direct inDut to computer
storage is another new technology undergoing refinement. This,
like tape input, bypasses the major bottleneck in conventional
computer systems, the input typing of text. It is still a
little way off as yet for braille production, but the reading
machine, using the same scanning technology, is available today.

For the Institute's installation, our third year of oneration
is expected to be one of consolidation. This follows the rapid
expansion seen in our second year. However, we have ensured
that the system is flexible enough to permit further expansion,
should the need arise. We shall be doing our best to encourage
new users and to orovide all our users, established or new, with
a prompt transcription service and good braille.

Thank vou.
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Probably all of you here either know from experience or
acknowledge that braille is deeply desirable: we teach
it to our children because it is beautiful and satisfying,
strengthening and enlivening.

Beautiful because it is luxuriously direct - so often v/e

must follow the speed of someone else's spoken voice, or
pick up information in scraps - in braille, here it is ,

for our enjoyment.

Satisfying because you can use your own intelligence on it
much more thoroughly - no "did I mis-hear?" or "is that what
was meant?" - in braille, there it is, no confusion.
Strengthening for the self-respect this independence gives,
and the ordinary pleasure of reading what you want to, not
only what someone else is in the mood to read to you.

Enlivening for the combination of the above.

Small Digression 1

Is braille just like orint? I think not, although obviously
their purposes overlap. Touch is not the same sort of
modality as sight. It is closer to you; and I think there
may be a greater commitment to braille because of its
physicalness. I feel fairly sure, for instance, that it is
less easily rejected, scanned, or skinned through. Therefore,
it is deeply important what we braille for our, children, that
it should not be crass or ill-informed. V/ell, if it is, the
damage to our children is even greater than to the children
of the general community. Historically, since it was an
effort to make braille copies, only works of significance o~
quality v/ere brailled. This leads to another difference:
that almost everyone who reads braille, values braill^ - if
the"- r don't value it, they don't read it at all - whereas in
the general community many people who would not dream o^ reading
books still read newspapers, ads, labels, instructions, etc.,
all the time. Braille is of more specialised use in the blind
person's life, not only because of its scarcity but also by
the effect of selection. (I hope the computer can help to
widen access, not right down to froth but certainly to an p. y _

tended use of braille.)

End of Small Digression 1

.

Small Children

If a child starts school with a serious visual impairment, we
are teaching him to read - not "teaching him braille". ("Him",
of course, has no sexist connotations here.) Across those first
few yeirs we are teaching literacy and numeracy and sundry other
useful matters about the behaviour of the universe or its carts.
We are teaching ideas and experiences, ways of thinking about
experiences, ways of understanding feelings (our own and other
people's), ways of getting pleasure from the universe, ways of
putting things to a purpose, organising bits of the universe
for our personal use. (Learning how to retrain from organising
peocle for our oersonal use'.'.)
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The reason for going on and on about this, is that any
particular skill is quite useless in isolation. Braille
is only a tiny sliver of th tactile world and the tactile
world is only the hardware sliver of the personal world of
any individual ... the integral on of ideas, thoughts and
feelings which constitute the growing mind are usually fed
with real-universe physical materials, but not only wi th
these: man shall not live by plastic blocks alone ...

So there are the two aspects: the first to acknowledge
the child's fundamental humanity and to validate and extend
his experiences, believe in him, build his ego-strength, etc.:
the second, help him to become familiar with the physical
tactile world.

You may think the first is off the point and goes without
saying; but I think neglect of it is common, and, of course,
undermines the second, getting familiar with the world. You
have to feel comfortable in the world before you can want to
get to know it with a free mind.

Sister Judith Catlan is the notable exception to what I say
next: with the rapid turnover of teachers and the dearth of
totally blind classroom teachers, braille is nearly always
taught by someone for whom it is a foreign medium, perhaps
only newly or partly acquired, and fraught with frustrations.
Teachers are often modelling negative feelings and attitudes
for much of the time while using braille. They are modelling,
"You are a bit of a nuisance in the universe, child, you are
costing me an unreasonable amount of concentration. What's
this here?" The same goes for concepts.

) Small Digression 2

I think I could climb before I could walk and I loved climbing
the large tree out the front of our place. This was long before
I could see. My concept of a tree was perfectly valid and
appropriate, since I could recognise it, find it, and use it
for my pleasure. I had, and still have no way to describe
my concept. No-one around me shared my style of concept
probably, or used language which me.^nt anything to me in
relation to it. Of course I can't now remember it: but I

am fairly sure that a teacher or outsider would have no idea
that I had such a useful, efficient concept. One should be
aware of under-estimating children's concents and the fullness
of their world.

End of Digression 2.

People can be negative, not specifically to braille but to
the child's world. 3raille can only come out of his world,
his ideas and competencies, so it is important that we acknowledge
his Tightness in the universe, respect him and encourage other
development from there.

Small Digression 3 : Example :

A teacher bemoans a child's distractabilitv to outside auditory
stimuli: I say, rejoice! That's an asset if he is alert.
Why not use the things that already do come into his world,
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instead of rejecting all of them and putting in something-else-
instead? Validate his legitimate exDerience and discipline,
only to make best use o'f a talent.

Anything which helps the growth of language and communication
is helping braille, and is in a sense a pre-braille exercise.
Explanation and discussion are certainly part of getting to
know the physical world.

Where practical, bringing the child to the world seems to T.e

better than vice-versa because incidental learning is so much
more effective than organised learning. (indeed, organised
education, as we know it, is a young nhenomenon and not a
particularly successful one.) Bringing in the world to the
child, the bits are out of context, and it is hard not to teach
something wrong. Wherever possible, natural real objects should
be used: tracing marks on shells is wonderful pre-braille
practice; the curves and gritty soots are a delight and a means
of keeping on feeling - artificial things tend to bring on the
adapted state, when the nerves say, "Well, that's the same, no
good sending messages upstairs any more about that." But
perhaps one should always say may all means of learning be
used, don't knock any of them: the more the merrier: greatest
variety will be greatest knowledge.

You are aiming gradually to introduce braille into the child's
world: you must introduce it, because the blind child only
gets to read what braille you give him. In contrast, the
sighted child is surrounded by words and clues about words,
and often can read many words before arriving at school. You
can probably all think of examples of quite small children
recognising Shell petrol stations, or exclaiming, "nower Rinsol"
when the television sound was turned off. So clearly we must
give small children braille, plenty of it in appropriate little
bits, not just braille their school readers and stop there.
Sometimes you can braille just one word that is important to
the child at that moment: make up a story from a few isolated
braille words: when the class is making uo and acting out a

story, write it down in a few short sentences so braille comes
forward as being related to things we do, part of pleasurable
activity, and to go over pleasurable activity again later.
Conversation has to provide the information which the sighted
child picks up from words and symbols around him: lots of talk
and description and stories will pay off in braille and in
everything else.

Pre-Braille, or Braille Reading Readiness :

Teachers have mentioned such progressions as these:

Handling fabrics, soft toys, ordinary ob.iects, cushions,
both hands spread out.

Rows of shapes, one different. First, simnle shapes,
very different. Later, more complicated and not very
different

.

Finding shapes, the same as the first one in the row.

Then actual braille, rows if "for" signs with jne
different.

Patterns to track.
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A row with the child rS name, with one word different.

Marries of brothers ^nd sisters and other significant
people.

Then conventional readers.

(As Ln normal learning-to-read, a child may know
several hundred words before approaching singling-
out tasks, words that end in "t", begin "g", etc.,
or any alphabet training as such.)

There are two things the younger generation of braillists will
meet which I think the oiler did not. One is the style of
programmed learning perniciously prevalent in schools all o^/er

the country, which necessitates ticking, or filling in boxes,
or putting in missing bits of a sentence or mathematical
statement. Some ways of doing this for the blind child are:-

Magnets (metal board behind cage of work), Pricking,
Stickers and Magic String.

The second thing is learning how to use and interpret diagrams
and tables.

Speed Reading in Braille :

Merlyn Murphy and Bruce Maddox (student from the Visual
Impairment Special Education Course at Burwood State College,
Vic.) have tried speed reading v/ith a bright, Greek child, aged
7. Bruce read on to tape from basic readers and the child followed
it using her braille copy. Then the speed of the taoe was
gradually increased and she still managed to keep uo. When
it was very fast she sometimes needed to jump three lines, but
she did not get lost and there seemed no loss of comprehension.
She learned to put her right hand under onto the next Dage to
be read, while the left hand was still several lines from th<3

bottom of the page before. It was a great game and the child
really enjoyed it. No claims are made concerning this experiment
but I think a helpful technique may have been developed. There
are now available variable speech controls (where the oitch
does not change) built into machines.

The Older Child :

It is much more difficult to make generalisations about th^
older child as he brings such different things to his situation.
Some older children have very negative feelings toward braille,
and almost all find it a great frustration to go so slowly.
It is obviously critical to be able to provide material which
has personal interest for each child, and in judicious amounts,
possibly backed up bv non-braille information to keep the
interest in the topic. "Trend" books are often helpful, using
teenage language and situations. Again, you are trying gradually
to make braille a useful part of the child's world. por expmple,
words of songs in the Too Forty, articles about oop stars,
Moomba events, media coverage of the '//inter Olympics, the
available radio plays each month, list of record shoos in the
city p.n-' the railway stations on :ne way to his friend's ol^ce.
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Anything that will encourage perseverance will increase
speed. Some of the sdeed reading techniques may be worth
a try. One young lad was especially helped by reading
one-to-one with a blind person on the staff in a quiet spot
where he could concentrate. If the blind adult felt it was
getting too much for him, she would read a few lines, and
then on he would go again. Out in the ordinary schools,
some older blind students braille the answers but tell the
teachers the answers orally. If the braille were actually
checked, it would perhaps be found to be brief and mis-spelt
and not what was given in the oral answer. However the
braille would be sufficient to demonstrate comprehension of
the answer, and as braille improves the written and oral
answers will diverge less dramatically. The child may feel
he is too exposed if he types his answers and his typing may
not be automatic enough and may require too much concentration
to allow him to develop an adequate answer.

I think this partial, or intermediate use of braille, is
perfectly legitimate. Education can proceed, and the child
is still amongst the friends he made when he had his sight.
As adults, some of these later braille starters may not use
braille as their reading medium, but they may still use it for
labels and lists, 'phone numbers, bank accounts etc.

Where does the "younger generation" cut out? In Victoria, if
you are a student, you can ask for anything. However, as soon
as you are not, forget itl This seems mindless to me, and a

great "cop-out" for the agencies, since most people only
spend a small oroportion of their three score years and ten
officially studying.

Some Other Thoughts re the Older Child and Others ;

1. The computer is great for mult i-cooying: that is the only
thing it really is good at. Ordinary humans can write
braille if only one copy is needed.

So let us use the computer to make braille accessible.
In addition to the orevious suggestions, (see page ^,
Top Forty song-words etc.) there could be a list of radio
highlights, a list for more permanently valuable vet
tooical things, (articles on the background to KamDuchea,
etc.)

.

There could be a subscription list, say $10 a year, or
something affordable. These articles could be posted
automatically to subscribers before they were "stale".

2. There is a need for a cheaD, easy-to-use labeller, e.g.,
such as dymo is in print, or the sticky labels. (Braille
dymo is not all that satisfactory for the ordinary person.)

3. Some skill with a hand-frame is a great asset.

4. There should be continued search for a varietv of bindings
so as to suit different needs of students and others. (Should
others ever get any braille'.)
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.

5. Our experience in Victoria is that textbooks brailled
for one particular 'student are most rarely useful for
another: so it seems reasonable to braille such books
in such a way as to make them most useful to the student
who requested them.

6. "Tandem Toys" have begun in Melbourne. The mother of a

blind child and the teacher who happened to have him in
her class in a State school began making games, etc.,
that blind and sighted children could play together.
The toys and games that are being made and sold are
those the whole class like to play with. Such toys and
games are tough enough to stand up to the normal treatment
on classroom shelves for two years.

The name, "Tandem" was chosen because the first child
loved riding a tandem bike, and also as a suggestion of
co-operation between blind and sighted and the two moving
spirits involved.

Ref: Teachers, etc. I have consulted directlv for this
study are:

Veronica Niblett, Merlyn Murphy, Margaret Haig,
Gail Goodall, Gillian Gale, Ena Danielson.

Authors whose views have filtered in include:

Leila Berg, Bruno Bettelheim, John Holt.

)
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The adult learner comes -to braille o'ften with little or no
idea what the system is all about. If he is like me, his
mind goes back to a day at primary school when, in a series
of lessons about those who benefited mankind, Louis Braille
and his method of reading and writing for the blind was
explained. We were shown five or six letters of the alphabet

I with their printed dot shapes and then with a Din pricked the
paper, closed our eyes and felt the result, and then asked,
"Gosh, how can anybody read that?"

Later in life, middle age or onwards, when sight deteriorates
to blurred print or worse, when the word "braille" is mentioned
one can so often sense a fear, a doubt, of the unknown language
that oerhaps one is going to be subjected to.

This brings me to my first point. The adult learner's need
to learn braille. We have to meet a person's need . Therefore,
I say, that the initial interview or assessment time of braille
is probably the most important lesson, if I can use that term,
of anything that might follow; because in that time I'm able
to sit down with that person and explain the braille system
and get his confidence. I have to assure him that what takes
place in the learning and use of braille will be of use, both
for oractical use and for pleasure in the days that follow.
And so I feel a bond can be built between the teacher and the
prospective pupil, even at that first interview as we work out a

contract to learn braille. A personal experience with braille
does help to overcome any doubts a learner might have. If, as
a teacher, I can mention similar fears I had myself when I first
learned braille, then this can be quite reassuring.

) Some people only need to learn the braille alphabet so that
they can make notes and write numbers. Others have a greater
need... they miss the reading of books and we, at this initial
interview, can tell them that they will read again! Mot as
quickly as with the eye but enough to enjoy the book of their
choice.

The Method :

Braille for adult learners has to be both clear and sharp to
touch. It can be an introductory course using a larger braille
cell. A wider spread of dots will appear to the reader in the
various symbols. We call this "Jumbo braille", a system
devised by Dr. Michael Tobin of England. This, together with
the accompanying three cassettes, takes the learner approximately
one-third through the course. Then, a follow-on course in
standard braille comprising one volume with cassette, entitled
"Let's Continue with Braille", by Louise Long a former colleague,
is used. These two have proved successful with correspondence
students.

We also use, with revisionary students - those who learn in their
youth and require further help as adults - "The New Graduated
English Readers", in four volumes. The latter part of "The
New Graduated English Readers", part of volume three and four,
^together with a special cassette which I call "Person-to-Person"

,

make up the balance of the correspondence course together with
the book of contractions and abbreviations. This cassette is

a personal one which I prepare for the students.
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The American series, "Braille .Series' 1960" is also used, com-
prising three volumes, which introduces the alphabet first.
This is very good for a person when the need is not for reading
so much but for writing telephone numbers and making notes.

I feel that this material can be interchanged to meet the needs
of the learner at different stages in the course. Where someone
has difficulty in remembering even simple word signs, such as "b"
for "but", whilst trying to cope with developing a "sense of touch",
I can switch him from the "Tobin" large braille to the clear,
standard braille which deals with the alphabet first. Of course
some can cope with what Dr. Tobin demands, which includes simole
word signs plus 25 or so other signs, but when he gets into
"Let's Continue with Braille", with two or three letter abbreviations
and is still trying to cone with developing a sense of touch, I

sometimes find it necessary to change him over to Book 2 of the
"Braille Series 1960".

A few I don'ts :

In my method of teaching I don't believe in speed-reading for
adults or any exercises related to it. I feel that the adult
learner progresses at his own rate and the most important attribute
that a teacher can offer is dedicated support and encouragement.

Another "I don't" in our method of teaching is simplified reading
material. '//hen a braille course is finished I like a person to
join the Braille Library and read adult material, not simplified
material. I feel we are adults, not children, and there again
with the right support and encouragement I feel

r
we don't need to

make things a little easier for reading. It could be said that
simplified reading material would increase fluency of reading but
is this of any significance when we think of the enjoyment and
sense of achievement that comes with reading the book of one's
choice?

The results :

Our adult learners do learn to read. They keep their reading up.
Ther^:- is a drop-off after a few years as you will see when I read
a few statistics to you but even with those who drop away, some-
times we find they are still using braille either far reading the
Bible or writing. (I ' ve received letters from three or four people
who are no longer borrowing from the Braille Library;) It's
always a source of encouragement when one gets a 'phone call from
a former client, and without any encouragement on my cart they bring
up the subject about the book thev're reading. This, to me, is
sweet music to the ears.

Among last year's graduates of the course were three corresaondence
students who learnt without any personal instruction. Two ladies
are in rheir seventies and they took approximately eighteen months
to complete their learning. The other lady is in her early
thirties and completed the course in fifteen months.

Some statistics from the Librarian at the Royal Blind Society of
N.S.W. on those who enrolled in the 3raille Library are :-

1979: 10 enrolled - 9 still reading at this present
time

19^3: 4 enrolled - 3 are still borrowers
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1977: 7 enrolled - 1 still reading

1976; 14 enrolled - 4 still reading

1975: 6 enrolled - 1 still reading

It seems that as we go back into the past the numbers diminish
but we notice from these statistics that there are some readers -

some 3 or 4 people - who were using the Library up until last
year. So there is probably a need for a little bit more
research as to why some of these former braille learners are
suddenly not borrowing -

The Future :

A completely Australian teaching course is being prepared by
my colleague, Mrs. Leah Francis, and this should prove very
interesting to all involved in the teaching of adults. There
is a need for communication between teachers of adults, both
in Australia and elsewhere ... a keeping-in-touch for the
sharing and interchange of ideas.

To those who travel from time to time, would you please make
an effort to enquire into some aspect of adult teaching? I

feel this is an area that has been neglected in the past by those
who have travelled in the interests of the blind and although
one thinks it's the "old, old story" as far as learning braille -

of patience and understanding on behalf of the teacher, a sense
of wanting to achieve reading and writing skills on behalf of the
student - nevertheless I think this is something that we could
think about for the future.

Whatever technological advances there are for the future, and
they do seem almost unbelievable, there will always be the
adult learner and the code of learning, that special language
that gives satisfaction, pleasure and knowledge to all those
who master it.

Thank you.
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This paper was unscheduled, but Miss Wong, although unprepnr?.;,
very kindly spoke to the' delegates

.

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen:

First of all I must apologise for the fact that I don r t nave
any proper hand-out to give to you because I haven't come arena red
for this - I've come to learn, you see; but I have with me °n
information sheet on Chinese Braille which I intend to give to
my friend from Brisbane later on when we meet in Melbourne next
week and Mrs. Stow has kindly run off a number of copies for me ,

so you will be receiving it now. Anyway, let's get down to what
I wish to say. That is, I would like very briefly to tell you
what's happening in Hong Kong.

In Hong Kong we have two schools for the blind and one training
centre. Both schools and the training centre are run by voluntary
agencies. Canossa School for the Visually Disabled is run by the
Canossian Sisters and Ebenezer School for the Blind is run by the
Hildesheim Mission of Germany and so is the Polfulam Training
Centre which caters for mentally handicapped blind children.
This centre also has a section for vocational training for the
adult blind.

In Hong Kong blind children go to a soecial school for their
primary education and for their junior secondary education at the
age of four and when they finish junior secondary they are
integrated in ordinary secondary schools. We find that occasionally
we hav^ children integrating at the lower forms, i.e. at junior
secondary, if we find that they are capable of doing so. In the
schools we have a curriculum that is similar to the ordinary
school curriculum. We have an Arts stream as well as a Technical
stream for the secondary and Chinese is used as the medium of
teaching. English is learned as a second language. V/hen they
go up to Form IV, that is in their senior secondary year, th-y
integrate into ordinary secondary schools and we have resource
teacher-service for them.

This Summer we'll have our first graduates from the University -

two of them - and just before I left one of them has successfully
secured a job in the Civil Service and he is going to be an
executive officer in one of the government departments. The
other one may be able to get a job as a court interpreter - we
still don't know yet. It all depends on how he performs at the
interview.

Those who take the Technical stream can go to a Technical
Institute afterwards and again this Summer we will have our first
two graduates from the Technical Institutes, one studying commercial
subjects and the other, basic mechanical engineering. I suppose
they will go a little bit further and get a Higher Diploma. V/e

also have this Summer the third graduate coming out from the
Polytechnic - he is studying Social Work.

As far as the Education Department is concerned we do not run any
special schools as such. V/e only give direct services; that is,
we have a Vision Screening Programme for all Primary 1 children
in Hong Kong; we give subsidies to the three special schools;
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we run 1-year in-service courses for teachers of handicapped
children; we have educational assessment and psychological
assessment for the kids that come to us; we make referrals to
the schools and to the Medical and Health Deoarcment and we run
soecial classes for the partially sighted in ordinary schools.
Above all, we do brailling, which is why I'm here. V/e have two
Braille units - the Chinese Braille Unit and the English Braille
Unit - and we undertake the brailling of all textbooks.

In Hong Kong the braille system used, as you might have guessed,
is the 3ritish system: English and Maths Braille. That I'm
quite sure you know. But with the Chinese we have a separate
system. Chinese, the language in print, is a oictorial one as
as you might have already known. That is, if a stroke is taken
away or if a stroke is added, you have a completely different
picture and as a result you have a completely different character.
It is impossible for us to emboss all these characters so what
we have is, instead of pictorial braille, phonetic braille. In
Hong Kong the dialect we use is Cantonese - that is the dialect
used by the majority of the people - so in actual fact our
Chinese 3raille in Hong Kong is Cantonese Braille. What we do
is', v/e divide a word up into two parts - what we call the "initial"
and the "final". The initials (there are nineteen of them)
correspond to the consonants in the letters of the alphabet and
the finals (fiftythree altogether) corresoond to the vowels and
diphthongs; and so by putting the two together you have a Chinese
character. But on top of that, the Chinese language is a tonal
one. In other words, if you change the tone of a character you've
a completely different character. Let me give you a very simple
example: my surname. Everybody knows me here as "Wong", right?
W-O-N-G - "Wong" ( Jjk- ) , but in Chinese I pronounce it as "Wong"
( -33^ ). You see^the difference in tone? And in actual fact
if I

N

were to pronounce a Chinese word, say "Wong"
( 7 jl )we do

have such a tone and it would mean "watery" - it doesn't mean my
name any more. So, if you try to Romanise the words vou find
that there is no such indication of tone in Romanisation but in
Chinese Braille v/e do have to indicate that, otherwise it will be
a language that is different from wnat is being spoken and what is

being used. So we also have a symbol, a cell, to represent the
tone. And totally we have nine tones. So in order to write one
Chinese character you need three cells: the initial, the final
and the tone.

It sounds pretty difficult, and I can tell you it is very
difficult and kids, when they first go into a school, they sort of
learn it in the "sing-song" way. They learn what is combined with
what in order to form a sound. For example, if you say "flower"
in Chinese it will be "far"; and in order to make this sound, to
articulate this character, "far" ( -r*j£ ) then you need the initial
"f" which we have in the symbol of " •• ". Then you'll need the

sound "ar" which is represented by the very first one that you
have on Page 2, that is the "•-" in English Braille. So you put

• -

the two together "•• •-" and in this case we only have what we call
• - •-

an "upper level tone" and for upper level tones we don't indicate
with any cell because we want to make use of as few cells as
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possible in order to simplify and in-order to save space.
So for the word ( j^jjr, J, meaning "flower" you have 2 cells,
the initial and the final; but for example if we have
"civilisation" which in Chinese we say "fae" {^-<j ), you
go down in the tone. So, after the initial and the final you
need "-f" which is the "upper going tone" and you need a Dot 4

to represent that. So, in other words, when our children study
the Chinese Braille, they have some difficulties in the sense that
if they want to appreciate the language as the other sighted
children do, they are in actual fact missing out things because
we have a lot of characters that look very different but they
have the same sound and they mean very differently, and a blind
child doesn't know that. He will have to get that from the
context; and that's why we find that in examination time when
we have comprehension, they will have to make a double effort in
order to attempt that question. And, because we have a tonal
language, we have a lot of difficulties in transcription. It
is also very difficult for the blind child if he has a basic
dialect of his own rather than Cantonese, say a Shanghainese
boy in Hong Kong. He still speaks Cantonese but speaks Cantonese
with a Shanghainese accent r and that makes it very difficult for
him. And, we have to make sure that our transcribers do have
the right Cantonese pronunciation. Of course we have a Cantonese
dictionary - i.e. a phonetic dictionary in Cantonese - which we
regard as a sort of Bible like the British do towards their
Daniel Jones' phonetic dictionary; but still, because of this
tonal business, you'll find that a child might write ond make a
mistake because of his own accent and it might be marked as a

mistake by his teachers later on because of the nature of his
talking, and so we find that it is a very difficult business for
them. So besides learning English and Mathematics and Chinese
as a language, they have to master Chinese as a completely different
language - a double language as such - the braille as well as the
literary aspect of the language.

And I think I've just about time to say just about that much.
If you like, askany questions, I'll try to answer then.

Question: How do you differentiate between the "upper level tone
and the "middle level tone"?

Answer: We don't have a "middle level tone" in our language.
The nine tones are - Level, Rising, Going, Entering, which are
divided into the Upper and the Lower and we only have one Middle
Tone and that is the Middle Entering so that's why you find you
have three blanks for the middle tones; and we do not use any
symbols for the Upper Level and the Upper Entering which is a bit
confusing to the kids, but one thing good about it is that we
seldom have Chinese characters with the Upper Entering Tone.
It's a very rare thing and that's why we do. not have that. But
that is confusing, I have to admit.



'
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Question: Each Chinese character is' basicallv made up of three
braille cells and does that mean that you don't need soaces?

Answer: Sorry, I missed that out. There is no space in between
characters which is one of the difficulties when we read Chinese
braille. 3o that means the child will be faced with a very
difficult problem when he first starts reading. That's why
we are trying to improve on it now, because you see, we sort of
"inherited" our Chinese Braille Code from somebody who invented
it about eighty years ago in Canton; and we are trying to do
something on it. No, we do not have any space in between
characters.

Question: Can you give us some idea of really how precise
Chinese Braille is - how much soace it takes up?

Answer: Basically, each character will be formed averagely of
three cells with a few exceptions, that is when we don't have the
cell to indicate the Upper Level and the Upper Entering Tones.
We write it from left to right, horizontally, like we write
English Braille and Maths Braille. One Chinese book, in Chinese
language for a Primary 6 child, of about 40 orinted pages without
any diagrams (purely literary), if we want to produce that in
braille it would take up about four volumes of 50 pages each and
that is a very tedious job; and that's why we do not have any
space in between characters. It's a horrible job*

Question: When do blind children learn to read and write Chinese
braille?

Answer: The first year that a child enters a sdhool he'll have
to learn Chinese Braille by heart - sort of sing out the sounds
first and then he goes on to writing. When he is singing out tl e
sounds he will be doing the reading, associating objects- with
the various characters at the same time, but not the writing yet.
So it will be in his second year that he will be writing Chinese
Braille. We find that by the end of the second year Primary,
the child is oretty competent in that; and as far as typing goes,
we do not have Chinese typing for the blind as such. Mo, we can't.
We do have Chinese typing but I'm afraid a blind child cannot do
it. In Chinese typing we divide the characters un into different
components and then we put the different components together. This
is one of the disadvantages for the blind child studying Chinese
because if you have Chinese in print and if you look at it, the
character itself sometimes can give you a nint as to what it is.
For example, if you have a character that has a component of
"water", which is two dots and a tick ( '

J/ ) ^n the left-hand
side and then whatever is connected with it would indicate some-
thing that is in connection with waiter - like "river!t (S^^tJ -

;

>

like "flowing" (^Jfc/ ), "sea" (y&r ) or "ocean" (/f- ) . s

soon as you look at the character itself and you look ar the com-
ponents of the character then it already gives you some sor~ of hint
to what it is. With a blind child I'm afraid you can't do that.
He'll have to get the meaning of the individual character from
the context; and that's what I've just said; when i

4
: comes to

comprehension, he's got a difficult time.

Question: When you said about commercial subjects, would th-t
include typing?

Answer: Oh, yes. Our children in the secondary level learn
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English typing, so just now when I talked about commercial
subjects they include typing, bookkeeping, simple accounting
and that sort of thing, that will give you preparation for an
office job later on.

Question: You have an initial and a final sign. Does it not
indicate that that's a monosyllabic language?

Answer: Yes, Chinese is monosyllabic. All our characters
are monosyllabic.

Question: Do your students learn to use an abacus?

Answer: Oh, yes. They all know how to use an abacus. We
find it very useful to them.

Question: What braille equipment do you use?

Answer: We use braille equipment that is used all over the
World. We buy our braille equipment from the R.N. I. 3., from
Howe Press; from the American Printing House in Kentucky, etc.
We don't have anything produced in Hong Kong I'm afraid. Ever*/'
thing is imported.
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Chinese braille is phonetic. Since Cantonese is the dialect

used by the majority of Hong Kcng people, Chinese braille in Hong Kong

is, in fact. Cantonese braille.

A Chinese character in braille is usually divided into two

principal parts - the initial and the final. Initials correspond to

the consonants of the letters of the alphabet, and the finals correspond
to the vowels.

There arc altogether 19 initials and 53 finals in the Cantonese
dialect as tabulated below.

Initials

Eraille
Symbol-

oo
0-

0-

00

0-

0-

o-
oo

O"

0-
0-

o-

oo

0-

oo
-0

0-

oo
0-

0-

00

oo

-0
0~

0-

Phonetic
Symbol

F H G K L M N
r

B P s

Brail] e

Symbol

-0

oo
o-

-o

00
CO

-o
oo
-0

-O

00
oo oo

oo

00

00
c-

oo
00
-o

oo

oo
i

Phonetic
Symbol

D T W J dz ts gw kw NG
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Finals

aille Symbol
0-

A

0-
-0

E

-0
0-

I

o-
0-

00

0-
-0
0-

OH

00

-o .

AI

i :!

oo

kAI

o-

-0

AU

-0

0-

^ AAU

0-

00

EI

l

Phonetic
Symbol

Braille Symbol
00
-o
oo

0-

00

0-
0-
-0

oo
-o
-o

-o
oo

0-
oo
-o

-o

-o

o-

0-

o-
oo
0-

00

Phonetic
Symbol

IU

oo
oo
j^O

OK

U

oo
00
o-

01

-o
o-
-o

Uj5

-o
0-

' UI

-o
00

o-

001

-o
oo
oo

AK

oo
0-

AAK

oo

oo

IK

0-

-o
oo

EK

-0-—

f

00 !

00

Braille Symbol

Phonetic
Symbol

UK

oo
0-
0-

EUK AT AAT IT OT UT OOT UST

Braille
Symbol

0-

-o

oo
0-

oo

-0

-o
-0

AM

-o
-o
o-

AAM

oo .

0-

IM

00

o-
-o

-o
-o oo

-o

oo
-o
0-

Phonetic
Symbol AP AAP IP AN AAN IN ON

Braille Symbol

-o
0-

o-

-0
0-

oo

0-
;

0-

00

00

00

00
oo

-0 i

oo
-o
-o

0-

00

oo

Phonetic
Symbol UN OON U2N ANG AaNG 3NG IN a ONG UNG EUNG

Braille Symbol
o- i

-0
-0

oo

o-

oo

00 — - - • -—
Phonetic
Symbol

UR M NG
:
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The make -up of a braille Chinese characters is determined not only by

the initial and the final, but also by the tone. There are four main

tones namely - the level, the rising, the going and the entering,

respectively. These four tones are subdivided into the upper and
lower series, and there is also a middle entering tone. Therefore,

there are actually nine tones.

Tone marks

Level Rising Going Entering
|

Upper ~
0- -o

—

Middle -o

i Lower
o- -o

0-
0-

Thus one braille Chinese character consists of a maximum of 3 cells,
and there needs no blank cell between two characters. »
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